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PUFDCA: A Zero-trust based IoT device
continuous authentication protocol

Shrooq Alshomrani, Shancang Li

Abstract—It is very challenging to secure the Internet of Things (IoT) systems, which demands an end-to-end approach from the edge

devices to cloud or hybrid service. The exponential growth besides the simple and low-cost nature of IoT devices has made IoT system

an attractive target for several types of security attacks such as impersonation, spoofing, DDoD, etc. attacks. This work aims to enhance

the IoT security using a Zero-Trust (ZT) approach by proposing a Physical Unclonable Function based Device Continuous

Authentication (PUFDCA). The PUFDCA provides two kinds of authentications to verify the identity of the IoT device, static

authentication to verify the identity before starting the session using PUF technology and continuous authentication to verify the

location of the device during the session to ensure the authenticated device is not changed. The security analysis and verification tool

results demonstrate that the proposed protocol is secure against a range of common IoT attacks. In addition, PUFDCA considered

lightweight and consumes low energy and storage.

Index Terms—IoT Security, PUF, Authentication, Zero-trust

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

THE Internet of Things (IoT) is significantly changing
the way we are living by making our lives smarter

[1], which links different systems (such as smart home,
intelligent building, vehicle-to-roadside, smart cities, etc.). The
IoT is rapidly transforming and innovating the business
models for many sectors by better managing for both users’
and service providers’ benefits [2]. However, the growing
connected IoT devices and the complicated IoT ecosystem
also increases security vulnerability in the edge-computing
environment [3], in which a growing volume of private
(e.g., personally identifiable information (PII)) or sensitive
contents are involved.

It is important to secure IoT systems from the edge
device to the remote cloud or hybrid services cross the IoT
ecosystem. An IoT system may involve a large number of
IoT devices, such as smart sensors, infrastructures, cloud
servers, which makes it very challenging to fully secure
the complicated system because of the diversity of the
ecosystem, e.g., vendors, hardware, operating systems, locations,
etc. [4]. Many current IoT systems involve a number of in-
frastructures or devices not designed for IoT or connectivity
that may increase the potential security risks. Smart devices,
e.g., intelligent sensor, RFID devices, etc., are usually lack of
resources in terms of computing, storage, and power supply,
which are unable to afford security solutions used in net-
work. On the other hand, IoT devices are typically deployed
in a diverse environment, from the smart home, roadside, to
critical infrastructure worksite, which can increase the attack
surfaces [5].

In the past few years, the zero-trust security model
shows great potential in securing the complicated IoT
systems [6]. Unlike the traditional castle-and-moat se-
curity models, which deploy firewalls, intrusion detec-
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tion/prevention system (IPS/IDS) to block external attacks
of the network perimeter, the zero-trust models do not
rely on the firewall based security perimeter but require
strict verification for every access by following ’never trust,
always verify’ principle [7], [8]. The zero-trust security
model assumes everything in the network (e.g., users, devices,
applications, networks, infrastructure, and data) are untrusted
and explicitly verification is required for every access from
both inside and outside. [9].

Zero-trust security model can ensure the secure iden-
tity management and limit access, including the user/device
authentication, resource access control, risk detection, etc. [10],
[11]. Zero-trust authentication solution, e.g., push notification
authentication, can ensure IoT service/resource providers
be aware that an authentication attempt is taking place,
which usually can be implemented via apps on mobile.
Unlike authentication in traditional security model, where
an authenticated user might be able to operate unautho-
rized operations, in zero-trust each request to access data
or service needs to be re-authenticated and re-authorized.
This helps limit device/user to gain unauthorized access to
data or services and avoid the potential over authorization.
Specifically in the complicated IoT ecosystem, a zero-trust
authentication solution needs to address the following re-
quirements:

(1) Strong device identity. Devices need to be registered
and issued with renewable tokens before making a decision
for authentication requests.

(2) Least privilege access. Granular access control
should be implemented to limit the access privilege in case
it may have been compromised or request unapproved
service.

(3) Continuous authentication. Robust and continuous
authentication can ensure the devices are up to date.

Based on the above requirements, in this work, we
developed a continuous zero-trust IoT device authentication
solution based on physical unclonable function. The main
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contributions are summarised as:

• A physical unclonable function based device con-
tinuous authentication (PUFDCA) is proposed for
device authentication in IoT ecosystem;

• An identity of IoT devices verification algorithm is
developed that can conduct static authentication to
verify the identity before starting the session using
PUF;

• Comprehensive security analysis verified the pro-
posed solution.

In the following sections, we introduced the related works
and detailed PUFDCA framework.

2 RELATED WORKS

In the past few years, lots of research efforts have been
conducted on zero-trust authentication. Shah et al. proposed
a lightweight continuous device-to-device authentication
(LCDA) for zero-trust architecture (ZTA), which includes
three stages, initialisation, mutual authentication and a contin-
uous authentication stage [7]. 1) In the initialisation phase, the
edge device and the gateway exchange each other’s iden-
tities and generate authentication information that will be
used in the following phases; 2) In the mutual authentication
phase, the device and gateway devices mutually authenticate
each other as well as agreeing on a session key based on the
Channel State Information (CSI); 3) In the final continuous
authentication phase, the devices use the previously derived
CSI-based keys to agree on a shared secret and then in-
corporate the key into the algorithm to apply continuous
mutual authentication. However, the protocol requires the
IoT device to store the identity of the gateway in addition
to its own identity, which could consume a large amount of
storage at the IoT device [7].

A novel zero-trust authentication scheme for IoT com-
munication proposed by Bhattacharjya [12], in which an IoT
system may consist of four actors: IoT device, user, gateway,
and a delegate, which includes other users or devices that
may connect to the IoT device. In this solution, Bhattachar-
jya assumed that every device has only one user and any
other users are considered delegates. The framework pro-
poses all communication to the device happens through the
gateway; in this way, the device is prevented from respond-
ing to any external requests. In terms of methodology, each
pair of devices and the user is provided with a unique key.
The device and the gateway validate each other through the
signature that is generated using their private keys. During
transmission, SSL/TLS is used to secure the data against
replay and other attacks. Bhattacharjya tested and evaluated
the proposed framework in IoT environment that was built
from scratch based on the four actors, which means that the
stability of this system would need to be tested in a typical
IoT system [13].

Several recent studies have introduced blockchain tech-
nology to provide authentication solutions in a ZT frame-
work for IoT systems. Chen et al. propose a ZT scheme
based on blockchain for the power IoT [14]. The scheme uses
blockchain in identity management to satisfy the unification
requirements since blockchain provides many benefits such

as the decentralised and confidential storage of the iden-
tity information of all blocks. The timestamp and random
number in the header of each block allow replay attacks
to be prevented, as well as stop attackers from cracking
identity information offline. Blockchain-based solutions re-
quire further study in its application to IoT systems for
two reasons. First, it requires a high storage capacity, while
storage is limited in IoT devices; second, it cannot store the
unprecedented amount of data produced by the IoT.

Connected IoT devices can now be found everywhere,
including homes, cafes and factories. The zero-trust ap-
proach is a strategic initiative that contributes to preventing
data breaches by eliminating the concept of trust. The core
principle is “never trust, always verify”, which is based on
there are no trustworthy areas and each access must be eval-
uated and approved. According to Rose et al. [8], ZT pro-
vides several ideas that are designed to reduce uncertainty
and provide least privilege for each access request in infor-
mation systems. While Zero Trust Architecture is a cyber
security plan that uses ZT concepts and composes compo-
nent relationships, access policies and workflow planning.
The definition highlights the essence of the issue, which
is eliminating unauthorised access to data and services, as
well as restricting access control as accurately as possible. To
minimise uncertainty, authentication should be addressed
and the number of implicit trust areas reduced.

ZT is based on a collection of principles to achieve the
concept of “never trust, always verify”. Rose et al. define the
major principles as follows [8]:

• The resource includes data sources, services, and
computational capabilities, which must be protected;

• Trust is not granted automatically and there is no
trusted access by default; and the least privilege
concept must be enforced

• There is no constant access in zero-trust and access
to the resource is allowed only per session;

• Devices behaviour, identities and environmental
properties are the core of granting access;

• Access request to an IoT resource is not granted
statically but also re-evaluated.

In this work, we address the above principles and propose
new zero-trust based authentication. Specifically, PUF is
used to create an identity for each device.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed PUFDCA protocol uses static and continuous
authentication for IoT devices under the concept of ZT. The
static authentication relays on PUF as a unique fingerprint
for each device; while the CA uses wireless channel charac-
teristics in the form of CSI as wireless fingerprints to verify
the location of the IoT device during the session.

3.1 PUF based Identify

The biometric system can effectively identify people’s iden-
tities because of the uniqueness of these features. Similarly,
the PUF provides a unique method for verifying integrated
circuits (ICs). In PUF, the inherent variability in IC manufac-
turing is used to apply challenge-response (CR) functions,
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where the output is based on the input and physical micro-
structure of the device [15], [16]. Typically, IoT devices
perform authentication using traditional methods such as
digital signature and secret keys. However, two reasons
make these methods unsuitable for IoT devices, the first
of which is that the simplicity and low cost of IoT de-
vices prevent them from performing digital signature and
encryption, which require high power. The second reason is
that managing secrets in IoT devices is unfeasible since se-
crets are stored in non-volatile memories or battery-backed
RAMs that may be read by various attacks [17].

In ZT, the PUF can be used as an effective authentication
technique for IoT devices for several reasons [16]. First, the
PUF provides efficient, low-cost security and second, it can
also provide security for IoT systems without storing secrets
in the devices, which is considered a lightweight solution.
Finally, PUF is unique at device level, the variation in the
physical factors during the fabrication process of ICs makes
it practically impossible to replicate the micro-structure.
This feature provides a unique identity for each device,
which is the core of any successful authentication scheme.
Unlike traditional periodic authentically model, in which
users can only authenticate once to access network, the
continuous authentication (CA) enables users continuously
authenticate accessing resources in zero-trust scenario.

3.2 Channel State Information

While Wi-Fi communication is used to exchange data be-
tween devices, it can also be used for security purposes,
such as the use of CSI to identify the location of the device.
Shah et al. conducted a feasibility analysis to demonstrate
that CSI is changing by changing the location of the devices
[7]. Shah et al. concluded that the change in the location of
the devices was directly reflected in CSI values. Thus, the
receiver can estimate the CSI to detect any impersonation or
tampering attempts.

In particular, the preamble in each 802.11n Wi-Fi frame
allows the receiver to estimate the impact of the wireless
channel when the sender and receiver are on the signal.
According to [18], the estimation of CSI and the transmitted
data on each sub-carrier sc can be formalised by a linear
system. Let T denote the signals strength of antennas of the
sender on each sub-carrier, and let Rsc represent the corre-
sponding received signals, including the channel coefficient
matrix. Then, the linear equation can be described as

Rsc = HRC
R×T · T sc (1)

During communication, let Msc
R denote the CSI metric; as

the receiver collects CSIs to obtain and store τ , which is
the CSI measurements Msc

R , i ∈ 1 . . . τ . The purpose of
collecting these CSI measurements is to use them in the
comparison of the new CSI Msc

R , i > τ .
To identify the location of the device, the distance Di

between the stored and the new CSI measurements can be
calculated as follows
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(2)

To determine if the location is changed, a threshold
can be set. Here, the maximum distance is a simple and
straightforward method of selecting the proper threshold
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Then, we have

max (Dτ ) = max
∀i,j

(

Dτ
i,j

)

(4)

If Di is greater than the threshold γ, this means the
suspicious event is detected (qi = 1). Otherwise, the change
in the location is considered as accepted behaviour (qi = 0)

qi =

{

0 if Di < γ
1 if Di ≥ γ

(5)

3.3 PUFDCA Procedures

The PUFDCA protocol has three stages, which can be sum-
marised as follows:

1) Initial Stage. In this stage, the challenge-response
pair (CRP) and ID pairs are obtained in a secure
manner. It is assumed that before the protocol starts,
the server stores ID and CR pairs for each IoT
device.

2) Static Authentication stage. In this phase, the
server authenticates the IoT device using PUF tech-
nology.

3) Continuous authentication Stage. In this stage, the
CSI measurements are used to verify the location of
the IoT device during the session.

The Figure. 1 indicates the detailed flow chart for the
proposed PUFDAC framework.

Fig. 2 depicts the PUFDCA framework through the
timeline, in which the green blocks indicate the static au-
thentication using PUF before starting the session, while the
black blocks indicate the continuous authentication during
the session. After passing the static authentication phase,
the time of the current session T is determined and the
continuous authentication is applied after each t until the
end of the session. These stages are applied on each access
request, which means to start another session, the device
requires re-authentication and so on. In Figure. 2, t is ran-
domly specified for each session, the PUFDCA framework,
the green block denotes static authentication using PUF, and
the black block represents continuous authentication using
CSI, and the red block ends the authentication session.

In PUFDCA framework, we have the following assump-
tions:

1) The IoT device is assumed as a device with limited
storage and processing abilities, while the server is
secured and has no such limitation.

2) The protocol considers the PUF and the device’s mi-
crocontroller on the same chip and it is not possible
to separate them, meaning that it is impossible to
remove PUF.

3) The initial stage is assumed to be completed in a
secure environment.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for PUFDCA Framework

The PUFDCA framework includes the following four
properties as summarised:

1) Static Authentication: the server verifies the iden-
tity of the IoT device and only grants per session
the access. This is fulfilled by using PUF at the
beginning of the establishing of a session;

2) Continuous Authentication: the communication
should be consistently verified to ensure that the IoT
device that started the session remains unchanged
during the session;

3) Message Encryption: the confidentiality of ex-
changed secrets should be protected;

4) Data Integrity: the exchanged data should be as-
sured that it is not changed.

The PUFDCA authentication is a multiple stage pro-

TABLE 1
Notations

Symbol Description
IDi ID of an IoT device⊕

XOR operation
H(X) Hash of X
Ci challenge for the i’th iteration
Ri response of a PUF to input Ci

Ci+1 New challenge
Ri+1 New response
noncei Random number generated by PRNG
NA,NB The secret random numbers

T The time of the session
t Certain point of time
Di The distance between two CSI
γ The maximum allowed distance

cess, which includes three key phases: Initial phase, static
authentication phase, and continuous authentication phase. The
following subsections will provide details these three stages
of the PUFDCA. The Table. 1 defines the notations of the
protocol.

3.3.1 Initial Phase

This phase is assumed to be applied before the protocol
starts in a secure environment. Figure. 3 illustrates that the
server obtains and securely stores a (Ci, Ri) and (IDi) pair
for each IoT device. This is considered an important step for
successful and secure subsequent authentication phases.

3.3.2 Static Authentication Phase

In this stage, the server verifies the identity of the IoT
device to decide whether it is a legitimate device. Figure.
4 illustrates the steps of this stage, as follows

1) As a first step, the IoT device sends the server its
(IDi) accompanied by a random number noncei.
The noncei is based on the Pseudo Random Num-
ber Generation (PRNG) method;

2) The server searches for the (IDi) of the IoT device
and retrieves the corresponding CRP (Ci, Ri) from
its memory. In the case that the server does not
find the IDi in its memory, the authentication re-
quest will be declined. Otherwise, a secret random
number (NA) is generated and used to hide Ri in
the next message of the protocol. To assure data in-
tegrity, the protocol uses a Message Authentication
Code (MAC);

3) In the third step, the IoT device uses its PUF to
retrieve Ri from Ci. Then, Ri is used to get NA,
while MAC is used to verify the freshness and
integrity of the message. After that, the IoT device
produces a new challenge Ci+1 using the secret
random numbers NA and NB . The new challenge
Ci+1 is input to the device’s PUF to get the new
secret response Ri+1. Then, the IoT device sends
both NB and Ri+1 to the server;

4) In the last step of the static authentication, the server
obtains NB and Ri+1 using Ri and verifies the
message using the MAC; if the MAC is not verified,
communication will be terminated and otherwise,
the device will be authenticated. Consequently, the
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Fig. 2. PUFDCA Framework

Fig. 3. Initial phase of PUFDCA

server computes and stores the initial CSI of the
authenticated device to use it in the CA, setting T
and t, in which T is the time of the communication
session and t is the time to apply the CA during the
session. Moreover, the server constructs a new chal-
lenge and stores the new CRP (Ci+1, Ri+1) using
the NA and NB against IDi in its memory. In the
above steps, if the MAC is not verified at any point,
the authentication request will be declined.

At the end of the static authentication stage, the IoT device
and server will clear all the temporary numbers such as NA,
NB and noncei.

3.3.3 Continuous Authentication Stage

This phase starts after the IoT device has been authenticated
in the static authentication stage. Once the time T of the
session starts, the device will be constantly authenticated.
After each period of time t, the server uses the received CSI
and compares it with the CSI information of the legitimate
device that was measured in the static authentication. As
shown in Figure. 5, the server authenticates the device by
computing the distance Di between these two CSI mea-
surements. In case the distance is less than the maximum
allowed distance γ, the server will authenticate the device.
The main purpose of this process is to ensure whether
the location of the device has changed. If the distance
exceeds the maximum allowed distance, the session will
be terminated as it is considered an unauthenticated device

Fig. 4. Static authentication phase

and otherwise, the session will be continued. This step is
continuously repeated after each t until the end of the time
session.

4 EXPERIMENT RESULTS ANALYSIS

This section describes the simulation that is used to verify
the security properties of the proposed static authentication.
Since the CA stage is performed constantly from the server
side while it receives the sensed data without requiring
acknowledgement from the IoT device side. In other words,
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the server senses the channel, computes the CSI and de-
termines the location with no need to send or receive any
identity or secrets from the IoT device. Thus, the design is
sufficient to analyse and verify the security properties of the
CA.

In this work, we use the security protocol description
language (SPDL) and Scyther to model the roles of the
authentication parties in the zero-trust scenarios. Scyther is
a secure automatic verification tool that outperforms other
tools such as ProVerif [19]. Scyther includes a formal method
to simulate the protocol and identify potential vulnerabili-
ties, while it uses a Security Protocol Description Language
(SPDL) to model the roles of the communicating parties. To
specify the security requirements, the SPDL uses claims in-
cluding Alive, Secret, commit Non-Injective Synchronisation
(NiSynch) and Non-Injective Agreement (NiAgree).

4.1 Security analysis

Formal security analysis is based on the Scyther tool result
which demonstrated that there were no potential attacks.
Figure. 6 indicates the formal verification result of PUFDCA
in Scyther. To analyse the result, the Scyther claims were
classified into security properties, involving confidentiality,
freshness, forward secrecy and resistance to impersonation
and replay attacks [20], [21]. The security properties can be
analysed for the proposed solution as

(1) Confidentiality. This claim is achieved when the ex-
changed messages are confidential. The claim secret is used
to evaluate the secrecy of keys and exchanged messages
between the sender and receiver.

(2) Freshness. This claim is achieved when the two
parties are synchronised and agree about the exchanged
variables. It can be defined using non-injective synchroni-
sation and non-injective agreement claims as Nisynch and
Niagree [22].

(3) Forward Secrecy. This claim is achieved when the
keys are unique and frequently changed. It can be defined
using the secret claim.

(4) Resistance to Impersonation Attack. This claim is
achieved when the sender and receiver communicate each
other, which enhances the identification of any imperson-
ation attacks. It can be defined using the Weakagree claim.

(5) Resistance to Replay Attack. This claim is achieved
when each party is alive in the same run of the protocol
and not just replaying old messages. This requires the two
parties to agree on both synchronisation and aliveness in the
same run and is formally defined using Nisynch and Alive
claims.

4.2 Informal security analysis

This section addresses a detailed analysis of the security
features of the PUFDCA. The purpose of this analysis is
to demonstrate that PUFDCA is secure, efficient and aligns
with ZT principles.

(1) Resistance against MITM Attack. In a MITM attack,
an active attacker intercepts and controls the communi-
cation between two communicating parties. This results
in compromising privacy by manipulating the exchanged
message while the parties believe that they are directly
communicating with each other. The PUFDCA is considered

Fig. 5. Continuous Authentication State

to be resistant to this kind of attack since the MITM attacker
needs to know the Ri, NA and NB to construct valid data in
order to start the attack. Knowing all these is not possible for
an active adversary that places itself on the communication
line between the two communicating parties. Moreover, in
the CA phase, the server constantly validates the location
of the device, which can identify whether the source of the
message has changed.

(2) Forward secrecy. The forward secrecy property aims
to protect current and future communication sessions by
generating a unique secret for every session, meaning that
compromising a single session will not impact the following
sessions. In the static phase, the PUFDCA achieves forward
secrecy property by generating a new random number for
each message, each time. For example, each message of 1,
2 and 3 messages include a new random number noncei,
NA and NB respectively. Therefore, if the current session
is compromised by the attacker, the subsequent sessions
cannot be compromised. Moreover, even if the session is
compromised during the CA, this will not affect the next
session because the device must pass through a new static
authentication to start the next session.

(3) Resistance against Impersonation Attack. In an imper-
sonation attack, the attacker successfully impersonates the
identity of one of the communicating parties; since the
adversary is able to play the role of one of the legitimate
parties, this causes the other party to complete the session
while accepting the fake identity. The proposed scheme is
immune against this attack for two reasons, the first of
which is that the protocol uses the PUF technology, which
cannot be reproduced and has its own unique CRP. This
means that it is impossible for any two IoT devices to have
the same PUF. Second, the protocol uses the location to
constantly ensure the legitimacy of the device, so if the
attacker attempts to impersonate the device from anywhere,
the CA will detect the suspicious location and deny the
communication.

(4) Resistance against Physical Attack. The simple nature of
the IoT devices makes them easily accessed by adversaries.
In a physical attack, the attacker can physically access the
IoT device to extract secret keys and consequently clone the
device. The PUFDCA is considered secure against this kind
of attack for two principal reasons. The first reason is that
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Fig. 6. Static authentication phase

the IoT device does not store any secrets in its memory and
the second is that the devices’ micro-controller and the PUF
are on the same chip and communicate securely. Therefore,
even if the IoT is physically available to the attacker, it
cannot extract any of the secret keys from the IoT device.

(5) Resistance against Replay Attack. In a replay attack, the
transmitted messages are eavesdropped on by the attacker,
which replays some of these messages to impersonate a
legitimate party. In other words, the adversary eavesdrops
on the communication and later re-sends it to misdirect the
receiver into doing what the attacker wants. In PUFDCA,
if the attacker replays the previous messages, this will not
violate the security of the protocol because each time, in
each message; the protocol uses a new random number such
as nonce i, NA and NB in messages 1,2 and 3 respectively.
Furthermore, the CA reinforces the resistance against this
attack by verifying the sender’s location and comparing it
with the location of the authenticated device.

(6) Low-cost energy. Since the IoT device has low energy, it
is important to ensure that the technologies used in this pro-
tocol respect this limitation. In PUFDCA, PUF technology
is fast, with a very small silicon footprint and low energy
consumption. All these features make it the best choice for
low capability devices. In terms of the CA, the IoT device
does not consume energy for computation. It is assumed
that the server has high capability, so it is responsible for the
computation of the distance between the CSI and deciding
to continue or reject the session.

(7) Lightweight. Being lightweight is the most important
property in authentication protocols due to the low-energy
nature of IoT and its low computation capabilities. This im-
portance increases in the ZT concept where the device must
be authenticated at every session. PUFDCA has both static
and continuous authentication, which means that it has to
use lightweight technologies to enhance the efficiency of the
protocol. The proposed authentication is considered efficient
in regard to the lightweight feature, using Message Authen-
tication Code (MAC), Hash function and XOR operation to
ensure security. These methods are computational efficient
and suitable for resource-constrained devices compared to
other alternatives.

In particular, the protocol uses SHA-3 of hash function,
which is secure and lightweight for IoT environments. Also,
the MAC size used is 128 bits; this is very low compared

to other signature schemes such as RSA signature, which
uses a range of 128 to 256 bytes. In addition, the protocol
can be considered to have low storage as it stores only one
CRP for each IoT device, while the IoT device only needs to
store its ID. During the CA, the IoT device does not need
to make any computations as the high-capability server is
responsible for this.

(8) Data Integrity. Data integrity ensures that the receiver
gets the original message from the sender without any
changes. Typically, the attacker attempts to manipulate the
content of the message and change it to a different message.
In PUFDCA, the data integrity is assured by using MACs
with new secrets in every authentication request, which
makes the protocol immune to content manipulation.

5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The PUFDCA aimed to apply the ZT concept in IoT environ-
ments to provide secure communication without granting
implicit trust to the IoT device. The aim was achieved by
authenticating the IoT device at the beginning of the session
using PUF technology, in addition to continuously verifying
the location of the device during the session using CSI.
The formal and informal analysis assured that PUFDCA is
resistant to common attacks. Also, PUFDCA took into con-
sideration the balance between the lightweight and security
properties to be suitable to be applied in each session in IoT
environments.
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